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Sound Bow
the part of the bell on which the tongue strikes in order to produce a note
Sound Bow draws an arc between the work of artists Ruth Buchanan and Milli Jannides. In both
practices space and language are put through their paces; things, forms or methods are asked to
perform, behave, or simply be not necessarily as intended. The exhibition draws this arc across a body
of paintings and sculptures to incite a sound track that sits just off key.
Ruth Buchanan’s work interrogates systems that appear repeatedly in the production of culture such as
formats of display (for example a book or vitrine), structures for grouping material (for example a
private collection or library), or spaces where the processing of material takes place (such as a studio or
gallery). For Buchanan, these are sites of spatial and temporal disjuncture where the objective 'thing'
and the abstract structures of organisation confront one another. Buchanan’s work stratifies or
compresses a number of things into and through one object – the resulting forms double the processes
of artistic action from encounter to conception to production to display to archive.
For Sound Bow, Buchanan presents a set of four hand latch-hooked rugs on customised tables. Each
rug departs from the thought of a particular space; one that still exists (a page in a book, a library), no
longer exists (a historical site), or one that will exist (an exhibition). Latch-hook rugging instigates a
systemised physical protocol to which the body is closely bound, however, like any protocol one can
choose to shift the standards slightly too. In this sense, the rugs are an extreme way of making a
drawing; as documents they are both indexical (firmly anchored in time and space, in the act of
making) and abstract. In Sound Bow, placed on tables in a staggered formation, the rugs operate as
design object, page layout, sculptural gesture, and as props for a performance.
Milli Jannides’ paintings are portals to psychological terrains; propositions or material manifestations of
evanescent thoughts or feelings. Motivated by an ongoing interest in the power of two particular
materials –paint and language– to evoke sensations, Jannides’ works ask how a painting might
communicate the subjective and conditional nature of perception.
Jannides’ paintings often depart from literature. In the case of Sound Bow, each excerpt (that
precedes/begins a painting) features a character alone with their thoughts but with some impalpable
presence in the background; an uncontrollable force or influence. Whether it is a sound signalling
something, or an imagined eye, or other characters off stage, each painting contains within itself an
enigma, or something obscured from our vision. In the paintings, this influence might be channelled in
tone or palette, the density or lightness in the application of paint, or the rendering of light
filters/atmospherics. Her works picture how we might imagine a place in our mind’s eye and, in
themselves and in their translation into paint, are necessarily distorted, with visible doubt and detours.

In looking outward, working towards a moment of clarity or lucidity, shadowy thoughts or feelings find
form in the gradual build up of paint, applied with Jannides’ tentative, speculative openness.
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